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Welcome to the Autumn 2014
edition of Hogsback News.
As the end of another riding
season draws ever closer I
think it is a good opportunity to
reflect and another cracking ride
program that the road crew have
put on for you this year. I hope
you have found plenty of events
that appealed to you. If not or if you just have some
ideas then now is the time to pass you ideas on to
the road crew. See Dells bit on page 6 for more on
this subject.
Apologies as it seems I go on about this in every
issue but a quick glance over the ride calender
since the last issue reveals a number of weekend
rides for which we have not had a report. Did you
go on weekend trip that has not been reported?
As the season draws to a close and you may have
more time on those dark evenings why not write
something for the next issue. It does not need to be
long or have a fancy layout - I will take care of that
however if you have a preference for pictures to be
used with the article please include them or provide
links to the on-line gallery. To assist Charlie Gordon
has produced a template that you could use to do
a brief report. I will arrange for Czes to make this
available for download from the Website
Thank you to those who have provided reports for
this issue, many for the first time.
It would also help if reports could be with me as
soon as possible after the event rather than all at
the last minute - this way I can spread the work and
thereby get each issue published sooner.
I am sure you will have seen details of the End of
Season party on the website but for a taste of what
is in store please see pages 32-33. Have you got
your ticket yet!

Paul

editor@hogsbackchapteruk.org

Deadline for The Winter issue is
Friday 21st November.

Cover Photo: Howard Pullen addresses the
Hogsback ‘farmers’.
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Director’s Cut
Dik Gregory

M

rides. Old friends, new friends, you are all just so
welcome.

I must say I am
rather excited
by the new Rally
arrangements for
August 2015 and
I think you will be
too - more details
imminently!

A lot goes on behind the scenes to maintain the
apparently effortless smoothness of Hogsback
Chapter. Not least are the outstanding contributions
of the 30 or so Committee members who run things
for you. The team effort that goes into the rides
and other events like Crippo’s forthcoming End of
Season party continues to fill me with awe. To help
them, we have been lobbying HOG UK for affordable, UK-based Chapter Officer courses for a while
now. I am pleased to report that a Communications
course for Editors and Webmasters has now been
set for later this
year. Czes and
Paul will be
among the first
National attendees for this and I
am hopeful that
other types of
Officer courses
will be created
next year.

y thanks go to Hogsback Chapter member
Clive Everett for the application of his fantastic graphic design skills to give the South of
England Rally (SofER) its new look. The new logo
was launched a few days ago to mark a huge
amount of preparation work for the re-launch of
the Rally at a new venue in 2015. Representatives
of the five organising Chapters (1066, Hogsback,
Invicta, Oxford and Thames Valley) have now been
appointed Directors of a new company, South of
England Rally Ltd. The company has registered
for VAT and HOG UK has re-declared its strong
support (both financial and moral). The details with
the new venue have all but been finalised and we’re
nearly set for the
announcement!

Another Chapter
member, Keith
Dorling, has
been closely involved with the Chapter for many
years - as a Road Captain since 2001 and as
Treasurer since 2005. He has been a true friend
and stalwart to the Chapter. In Feb 2015 he will be
stepping down as Treasurer and to ensure a smooth
handover, we would like to appoint a Treasurer
Designate as soon as possible. This post is a
Primary Officer position and is open to any Chapter
member with the credentials and skills listed in the
vacancy notice — see this issue for details.
The membership continues to climb and is
once again nudging the 300 mark. According
to the records kept by Russ Middleton, Chapter
Membership Officer, we currently have nearly
16,000 years of experience between us. Seems
like a big number, but only a fraction of that is riding
experience, so there’s plenty to do!
Our oldest member is 85 and our youngest is just
20. Whatever the age, though, it is just great to see
so many new faces at Chapter Nights and on the
4
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Everyone can
help, of course,
by observing
the relatively few ground rules we have for Chapter
operations. So, Toby, the Ride Leaders and the
whole Committee would be most grateful for your
continued cooperation with the recent message
from HOG about bike participation in Chapter rides
(see Notices on the website) and our Facebook
requests to restrict ride details to the Members Area
of the website. Like everyone else, we want to spend
as much time as possible enjoying our Harleys, and
as little time as possible maintaining accurate information about what we are doing with them.
If there is anything that is unclear about the way the
Chapter is run or why things are done a particular
way, please just ask. There are no stupid questions,
only stupid answers. Whatever you ask, we hope
our replies make sense. If they don’t, it may signal
an area for attention!
Dik Gregory
Director

Hogsback News Summer 2014
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Assistant Director

Assistant Director

Dell Evans

Robin Seymour

In November with any new crew in place I host the
annual ride planning meeting held over 3-4 hrs. It
is similar to being a lion tamer at the circus except
there’s 21 hungry lions and I have a pen instead of
a whip - though I would quite like a whip. Prior to
the meeting I send the crew a calendar populated in
draft with the events we generally do each year e.g.
Midnight Madness, Remembrance, GH-D anniversary, Euro Rally etc. plus they get the details of any
ride ideas the members have suggested so they are
all well informed and come to the meeting prepared.
At the meeting they are expected to bring the details
of at least 2 rides they will lead on which is the commitment we all make as road crew, a minimum of 2

6
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What makes an idea get in the program when others
don’t?
You need to get it sponsored by a member of the
crew. Ideas can be sent to me via my e mail address
on the web site – don’t put them on Facebook I
don’t monitor it regularly. It’s better if ideas come
with some detail so if it’s a visit to a venue what
will we see & do, how much entry costs & facilities
for refreshments. It’s also good to have the details
of nice routes and if it’s a fair distance stops there
& back. Think that your objective is to sell it to
someone to take it up as a ride. These are then sent
out to the crew prior to November. By far the best
way though is get the ear of one of the crew on a
1-2-1 basis and talk them into it between now and
the November meeting it also is a big plus if you
offer to help out with any organisation needed.
Dell Evans
Assistant Director, Road Captain and
Ride Co-Ordinator

M

SofER (although Graham put a ride on for the
non-campers) and despite the rain at first it was a
cracking weekend. The venue looked after us very
well and was a cracking place to stay. The parade
went well and we have over 50 bikes on a fully marshalled ride which we had permission to do.

• UNION
EY
LL

In October we will have the road crew meeting
hosted by head road captain Graham (Woody)
Woods. At this meeting the road crew positions
including nominations for new crew are discussed
then Carl as safety officer along with Woody lead
us to reflect upon the various aspects of ride outs
during the past year and identify any issues that
need addressing to ensure we all stay as safe as
possible.

There are loads of thanks due, to Dave Francis and
the band who did all the music for free and blooming good they were too. To the Rugby club and staff
who kept the bar open and made it very welcoming.
To Thames valley for joining in. To Toby for the Van
to carry all the gear. To Clive Everett for the badge
design. To Dell and Wendy for all their hard work
Very closely followed by a club night which saw us
and finally to all 36 that came along and
welcome four Iron hog riders from Rolling Hills
to the dealership and then a scoot to the
MES VA made it such a good weekend.
A
H
new venue to see Bernice picking up
T
Looking forward we have loads to do,
the money in the golden key draw.
Weekend trips such as the overNordkapp was fantastic and I will
subscribed Thunder in the Glens,
of course do a write up so I can
Tanks in the Town , Winefest and
RY
bore you all, but it was a great trip
U
the Custom bike show and a huge
DB R4Y
through great scenery and if you
LED2B0U14
amount of day rides still to come.
want to have a very scenic ride
LE 201
in a country with nice people then
If you haven’t registered for the
Norway is a good choice. Save up
Mileage challenge there is still time
first cos it’s not cheap.
just send me an email and I will tell you
how to register.
Ledbury was the main event to replace
y starting comment for the last newsletter
was along the lines of “It feels like we haven’t
stopped” well that then has continued, what with
all the day rides and Russ’s trip to the Hospice, the
weekend rides and for me personally the Nordkapp
run with 5 other crazies and then Ledbury.

•

H

i everyone, it’s been a really busy period for
the chapter recently and it’s good to see so
many new members on rides. As we are now on
the downhill run to the end of the season with the
road crew thinking about what wonders they can
produce next year for everyone to enjoy its timely to
remind you how everyone can help us decide.

per year. We discuss the list of suggestions, then
the process of allocation of dates start first we to go
through the suggestions for weekend & away rides
and get them in place, then the day rides, then the
evening rides. After a fair bit of trading, blackmail
and threatening behaviour we have a draft in place
which I tidy up and copy to them. The crew then
have some weeks to firm up their rides, sort booking
accommodation, talk to venues etc. with the target
being to release the whole program to the chapter at
January club night.

HOGSBACK

Dells little bits

Finally congratulations to Lind Group on
becoming the first dealership to be an authorized
tour operator.
Robin Seymour
Assistant Director and Road Captain
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A sneak peak at what you can expect for 2015

Guildford H-D

model year was announced at Sturgis. The return of
the Road-Glide now with all of the Project Rushmore
enhancements.

Toby Sleeman

T

his is my favourite time of year. I’m writing this
with my suitcase packed just about to Jet off to
Nashville Tennessee for Summer Dealer Show and
the launch of the 2015 Range of Harley-Davidson’s.
Like a kid at Christmas I am unfeasibly excited.
This year I am more excited than usual because I
have been invited to be one of the very few dealers
to ride the prototype “Project Livewire” electric
Harley-Davidson. I have been very lucky over the
years to have the first ride on many new models
but this one is going to be very special indeed. No

completely re-thought, the infotainment system
upgraded. And at the heart of it all beats a new High
Output Twin Cam 103™ engine and a 6-Speed
Cruise Drive® transmission that’s as smooth as
you like. This is a bike that offers a
whole new experience”.
Can’t say fairer than that really. For
those of you who have never ridden
a Road-Glide® before I can highly
recommend that you come and
have play on my demo has soon as
I get it.

clutch, no gears, no emissions but it does apparently
have a noise. For those of you who have not heard
one it sounds like a helicopter spooling up. Very,
very cool. There is no further information on when
or if the bike is going into production, but experience
tells us if H-D have gone this far down the line with
a project it will happen. Who’d have thought HarleyDavidson would be leading the charge on Electric
Motorcycles.

Model launch at Guildford HarleyDavidson will be later than normal
this year. Keep your weekends free
in early October. We will be having
a party and you will all be invited.
Keep an eye out for further information over the next couple of weeks.

I will give you a full ride report next time and try and
get some ace pictures.

Here is what the Motor Company had to say in the
release.
“Known in the USA as the ‘road warriors bike of
choice’ welcome the Road Glide® Special, on
sale in this region (UK) for the very first time. This
American icon has benefited from a succession of
enhancements over the years none more so than
those made in 2015 thanks to Project Rushmore.
The fairing was redesigned to give a narrower profile
and to reduce head buffeting. Hugely effective
Daymaker™ lights were added, the controls were

I really enjoyed my weekend
away at Ledbury with the Chapter. By no means a
replacement for SofER but great fun nonetheless.
Great partying, great music, great venue, great
riding and fantastic company. A big thank you to
Robin, Del, Wendy, Crippo & Wavy Davy for organising the weekend and entertaining us royally.
Enjoy the remainder of the riding season. I look
forward to seeing you all at the dealership very
soon.
Toby Sleeman
Dealer Principal

NEW
®
ROAD GLIDE
SPECIAL
8
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Head Photographer
Axel Thill

L

et me start with the same words I finished my
article in the last newsletter:

N71, but a thick, windy and cold fog prevented this
photo to top my favourite list.

“Please remember to check and set the correct
date and time on your camera before each ride”.
It helps a lot, & results in a pleasant browsing experience for all members, as it is fundamental to keep
photos by multiple photographers in chronological
order.
The last few months of riding were again great
fun, friendships were strengthened and the trust
in my Harley-Davidson motorcycle deepened. A
rear puncture cannot be blamed on the motorcycle
company, and though not welcomed when leading
my ride to Magic Bike in Ruedesheim, it showed the
strength of Hogsback and its Road Crew, as the ride
could continue and reunite without real delays.
Thank you Robin and Gary (T) for taking over, and
special thanks to Ian (N) for being my bitch on his
own Softail Heritage, I hope you enjoyed the ride in
the back seat.

With healthy numbers of new members joining every
year, and you may be reading this newsletter for the
first time and keen on photography, the question you
always wanted to ask may well be: How do I get my
photos into the Hogsback photo gallery? It’s easy:
if you have less than 5 pictures, please send them
as email to images@hogsbackchapteruk.org. But if
you have more photos, and take pictures regularly,
please ask me (axel.thill@hogsbackchapteruk.org)
to create an individual DropBox for you. It’s simple
and free, and this special folder will allow you to
upload Gigabytes of photos, to which I will add a
watermark and upload them in a resized resolution
of HD 1080p to the photo galleries.

photos, cropping them into your ratio of choice (personally I like to use 16:9), straighten them and adjust
colour and exposure balance as necessary. This
is work, I usually take 1-2 hours for my own set of
photos after a day’s ride, using Adobe’s Lightroom or
Apple’s Aperture, but a worthwhile and often rewarding exercise (see example of an edit, where the fat
sports biker was removed). If you need directions,
tips or help on best workflow, let me know.

Should you now be really keen on your photography,
feel free to apply post production and editing to your

Axel Thill
Head Photographer and Road Marshal

So much for this edition, scary to read this is already
the “Autumn” edition, but I feel we still have lots of
sunny and warm days ahead of us. Safe ride.

While from time to time I encourage you all to take
photos from unique angles, let me praise Elize for
the great “View from the Rear Seat” photo series
she is providing. As rider you have a limited choice,
you can attach your camera or Hero Go-Pro to
the handlebar, but you will quickly realise how few
of these photos are usable, blurred by the engine
vibrations, or pointing in the wrong direction into the
sun.
Photos by pillions are a rich addition to every ride
gallery, many different shots can be taken while
the ride passes by when waiting as drop-off, and to
capture the scenery we ride through is possible in a
safe mode by pillions.

The big one of the last months was the ride to
Nordkapp, with the odd sensation to do two 5,000
mile services within 2 weeks. Thanks to the exceptional good weather we had, many stunning photos
could be taken, the north of Scandinavia is really
special and a definite candidate for every riders
Bucket List.
Some selfies were taken, and photos of people
taking selfies, but the group photo of us crossing the
Arctic Circle northwards is my favourite. It should
have been the photo at our destination, Nordkapp at

10
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Attach to your camera a good lanyard, like the one
you receive when getting the number right in the
golden key draw, and stop worrying about falling off
the motorcycle.
Hogsback News Autumn 2014
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Safety Officer

Ladies of Harley

Carl Christensen

Ruth Palmer

W

elcome to all the new members who have
joined this year and are enjoying the experience of owning and riding a Harley-Davidson
- possibly for the first time.

Answer;

While many new members will have been riding
for many years some will be very fresh to riding a
motorcycle and it can be daunting to come along
to Chapter Night (held once a month, details on
the Chapter website) or else joining in on one of
the many ride outs (details again on the Chapter
website). I would like to reassure you that although
my role as Safety Officer is to ensure best riding
practise is used I am also a friendly face among lots
of Roughty Toughty looking individuals. Please feel
free to ask me any questions on group riding policy
and techniques at any time.

The ‘behind you’ is very often overlooked, and is
an aspect in which further training can assist you
greatly to minimise potential danger.

My role is to also encourage members to take up
further riding skills courses (details again can be
found on the Chapter website or ask me). Whether
you are a seasoned rider or just beginning your
enjoyment of riding a motorbike, further training
will give you more confidence and abilities, which
means even more enjoyment.

A hazard is anything which presents an actual or
potential threat either in front of, or behind you.

According to a survey that H-D conducted last year
where 20,000 were interviewed, it was found that

1. Static e.g. junctions, bends, road surfaces, parked
vehicles etc.
2. Moving e.g. other road users such as other vehicles, cyclists and pedestrians etc.
3. Environmental e.g. wet or icy roads, poor visibility
etc.
Fourthly, of course, there is YOU! So this month’s
question is: Think of 5 good reasons why YOU could
be a hazard on the roads?

Wishing you all fun and excitement in the rest of
your riding year with Hogsback Chapter.

Last Newsletters question

‘Take opportunities. Not chances’

Define the meaning of ‘Hazard ‘ in the context of
awareness when riding (used for driving too).

Carl Christensen
Safety Officer and Road Captain
RoSPA Advanced Motorcycling Instructor (Diploma)

Hogsback News Autumn 2014

he weather feels autumnal now but hopefully
we will still see you out on the last rides of the
season. Our numbers have increased this year, at
present there are 51 members of LOH. 25 of those
are riders, which is great.

In plain English, think in terms of these three types
of hazards:

The next New Members ride is on the
20th September (again details on the Chapter
website). I look forward seeing as many of you as
can make it.

12

T

Cancer, so let’s see a few more of you ladies displaying them - there are long sleeve T’s available for
the winter too.
It would be good for us LOH’s to meet up again
soon, in October perhaps for a Sunday lunch, look
out on the website for date and venue. We can chat
over ideas for socials and rides / events. HOG now
have a UK LOH Officer, her name is
Elaine Shepherd (pictured with me)
- many of you may have met her on
the Ladies rides at SofER over the
last few years, and I shall be meeting
up with her and other chapter LOH
Officers in late October, so I can
include any ideas that we have come
up with. I will keep you posted for
your help with the Fashion Show
with Katie Francis which may be
early Spring and help with events at
the Dealership October time . In the
meantime don’t hesitate to email me
or catch me at club night.

women who rode feel happier , more confident and
sexier and have better relationships than those who
do not - so come on ladies let’s see more of you
riding your own bike next year!!!!

Meet up for all LOH for Sunday lunch at the
Millstream, Elstead GU8 6LE on the 19th October
at 1.15pm. Please email:
Ruth.Palmer@hogsbackchapteruk.org if coming

Margaret has been busy with the Hogsback Divas
T-shirts they do look good and we have raised
£40.00 for Beating Bowel Cancel from a percentage
of the sales - next year we are supporting Breast

Safe Riding.
Ruth Palmer
LOH Officer

Safe riding

Hogsback News Autumn 2014
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Charity Officer
Roger Bonnici

F

undraising this season for Beating Bowel Cancer
(www.beatingbowelcancer.org), Challengers
(www.disability-challengers.org) & Surrey Air
Ambulance (www.kssairambulance.org.uk)

We’ve actually had a pretty steady time fundraising,
with events going on throughout this season within
the Chapter.
The monthly Golden Key raffle has always generated palpable excitement in addition to contributing
more funds towards our Chapter charities account
with £252.60 to date by the August club night at the
Princess Royal where, to fantastic fanfare, Bern
Gordon took home £1355.00 having selected the
correct golden key! Well done Bern. It is so nice to
witness someone so nice, so jubilant and so much
richer!

It turned out to be a lovely day, with live music, lots
and lots of lovely bikes and several other stalls. A
very successful day that the dealership may possibly introduce again later in the season. Look out for
the notice on website events page.
Beaky’s Bootsale in early April was manned by the
usual team of chapter members. A big thank you
to them as some of them turned up before 6am to
get the stall up and running together with Bob from
the dealership. A lot of ‘stuff’ was sold on behalf of
members and a tidy sum of £98.00 was contributed
to our Charities account. Luckily the weather was
not too bad to us.
In the meantime, remember to check out your
garage for next year’s chance to sell them on or
even post them up on the website marketplace. It all
helps to afford that new leather jacket you wanted
before the season starts in earnest, plus a little contribution goes to charity.
Carl Christensen’s Slow Riding event in early
June was a great success and a generous sum of
£245.00 was collected and sent to the Surrey Air
Ambulance directly. Well done to all those who took
part and to Carl for organising. The event is always
well subscribed and is a real learning curve for all. I
am sure another similar event will be scheduled for
next year.

Let’s not be discouraged though, as the Golden
Key continues until another winner is successful in
opening the chest. So please keep buying those
raffle tickets. It could be YOU next.
The Dealership Birthday bash back in March raised
£609.40 for our charities. The dealership supplied
copious teas, coffees and light refreshments whilst
a lovely team of Ladies of Harley served up cakes,
biscuits and other refreshments. Many thanks to
them. They know who they are.

(Patricia Clarke) and Margaret Bradley. A very big
‘thank you’ to you all on behalf of our charities.

funds for charities and I will endeavour to print your
charitable deed in the forthcoming newsletter.

At time of going to press, we currently have £1745.14
sitting in our Charities account. Of course it goes
without saying... all donations gratefully received.
Please let me know if you are individually raising

Safe riding.
Roger Bonnici
Charity Officer and Road Captain

To donate to Dik’s Iron Hog ride.

To donate to Robin’s Nordkapp ride.

To donate to Robin’s Nordkapp ride.

To donate to Charlie’s Nordkapp ride.

To donate to Nigel’s Nordkapp ride.

To donate to Richard’s Nordkapp ride.

To donate to Axel’s Nordkapp ride.

The Iron Hog event this year has given the opportunity for some members to fundraise for their
independent chosen charities as well. Namely, Dik
Gregory our Chapter director, has raised £1620.00
to date, for Cancer Research UK.
If you weren’t aware, Chapter members, Robin
Seymour, Axel Thill, Charlie Gordon, Nigel Smith,
Richard Baker and Jon Woodhouse all rode to
Nordcapp, the supposed northernmost point of
mainland Europe. It was a fantastic trip by all
accounts and judging by their brilliant pictures on
the Chapter website. To date, this brave bunch
have raised £6442.14 for their chosen charities! An
unprecedented amount and worthy of adulation and
congrats all round. Well done lads! (Ed - to donate
click the links below.)

Hogsback Chapters Charities for 2014
Click on the images to visit their websites

We have also had some individual donations from
Trevor Rawlings, Toby Sleeman’s Mother-in law

14
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Wicked Wiltshire
Jeremy Bevan & Helen Williams
6th - 8th June
t was to be our first weekend away with ‘The
Chapter’ and several questions would be
answered. Would we be able get all of our luggage
on the bike, after all it only has two saddlebags?
Would we enjoy it and get on with our fellow weekenders? And finally, would Helen take to riding pillion
over a distance, we had only done a few short rides
previously?

I

Arriving back at the hotel the majority of us made
use of the facilities, namely the swimming pool
before enjoying another meal and company, joined
this evening by Andy and Carrol, who had ridden
down after the Shepperton ride that morning.

Well we certainly didn’t need to worry about the
second one, a lovely friendly group of people who
made us feel very welcome and at home and who
made the weekend great fun, thank you to you all.
To ensure all the luggage was possible a bit of last
minute ebay shopping secured a ‘SAC’ and even the
hair straighteners were Wiltshire bound!

Saturday morning brought some shocking news,
it was raining! However, a leisurely breakfast and

Far more interesting than I would have imagined. I
could tell you how many pieces of material it takes
to make a pair of gloves but don’t want to spoil it
for those who may want to find out themselves.
Nor will I reveal just how much a pair of gloves can
cost, suffice to say a pair of Peccary gloves is on
my Christmas list. Having purchased a somewhat
cheaper pair of gloves a piece we were off across
the countryside to our hotel, the Blunsdon House
Hotel just outside of Swindon, where a very enjoyable evening meal was had getting to know our fellow
weekenders.
16
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After dinner our powers of memory were severely
tested with a quiz on local history and key facts
about Dents and Aston Pottery. I have no idea how
but somehow we became the owners of a lovely
teapot, kindly donated by the pottery as a quiz prize,
it makes a lovely cuppa.
Sunday morning and it was nearly all over already.
Luggage back on board, plus tea pot, we all rode
into Swindon. Whilst the rest of the group went to
visit the museum of The Great Western Railway,
we headed to a small belt shop in the Outlet Village
on the advice of Margaret. Being a
Swindon boy I have seen the museum
several times but need a new belt or
two of good quality. With several belts
and buckles purchased we made some
purchases from the farmers market
outside, sausages, a lardy cake and a
couple of bottles of fruit wine, made for
an interesting tea and headed for home
via Hungerford and Newbury.

We met at GH-D for a 10am prompt start, winding
our way down to Warminster for lunch, led by Ruth
with husband Steve back marking. A simple steady
journey until we hit Stonehenge. When carrying
pillion or not, it was time to practice those ‘filtering’
skills. I think I got away with it but not so easy for our
three wheeled companions, Jim and Delia but they
soon caught us up.
Lunch stop was The Old Bell Hotel in Warminster.
Here we were met by Malcolm and Margaret who
had made their own way down. After lunch it was a
quick ride around the corner to the glove factory and
museum at Dents. No I hadn’t heard of them before
either but Helen had so I think it’s a guy thing! We
were enthusiastically greeted by the staff and fed
and watered, well tea and biscuits, and bikes photographed lined up outside before being given a tour
and talk.

rode through a number of small villages and due
to the rain rode past the White Horse at Uffington
without stopping to step on its now wet eye. It was
on to the Pottery at Aston, where we were met by
Ruth’s brother, just wish I could remember his name
(sorry Ruth). We had lunch at the Pottery and then
headed off through the Cotswolds, stopping for
a stroll, and obligatory ice cream in the village of
Burford. We rode back past Fairford airfield, where
there must have been something expected as I
really can’t believe those photographers were just
waiting for us to ride by.

short delay saw the sun break through and a slightly
later departure than planned had us on our way. We

So a great weekend with some lovely
people. We really enjoyed our first
weekend away with our friends in the
chapter. Everyone was so friendly and
welcoming so if you’ve yet to join a
weekend away our advice is don’t hold
back.
Oh and the answer to that other question, unfortunately no, Helen has not
really taken to riding pillion, yet. Not
sure if it’s my riding or the bike but I
haven’t given up and with the incentive
of weekends away like this one I am
sure it won’t be our last.
Jeremy Bevan & Helen Williams
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D-DAY

By Bernice Gordon

Chateauneuf en Bray and sampled either the infamous Croque Madam or Monsieur or a sandwich
which translated into being half a baguette. Once
we were all fed and watered we were back on the
bikes riding through the French countryside and
eventually arriving at Honfleur at about 5pm. The
hotel staff were very welcoming and the rooms
comfortable even though they all seemed to lack
a shower curtain? After freshening up we all either
met in the garden or in the bar for pre-dinner drinks.
It was decided that it would be a good idea to eat at
the hotel for the first night as we had had a long day
travelling. The food was very good and in particular the cheese course which typically French, was
served before the dessert. As it was a lovely warm
balmy evening, a few of us thought it would be nice
to walk down into the town to have a look round.
Honfleur is a very pretty town set on the coast with
a lovely harbour, unique shops, and lots of cafés,
bars and restaurants.

D-Day

Bernice Gordon

13th – 16th June

O

ne week after the 70th anniversary
of the D Day landings a group from the
Hogsback Chapter set off on what was to be
not just a fun weekend away but at times a
very emotional one as well.
We all met up on the morning of Friday
13th June at the channel tunnel in
Folkestone to cross the
English Channel and
ride down to Honfleur
on the west coast
of France. The ride
down was leisurely,
in good weather
and through some
beautiful picturesque French
villages. We
stopped for
lunch at
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After breakfast we had a couple of hours to
ourselves so we all wandered down to the
Saturday market. It is a wonderful sprawling market through the town that sells
everything from Artisan breads to fresh
fruit and vegetables, cheese, shellfish and clothing. Not to mention
the food stalls selling freshly
made paella and crepes.
About 11am we headed

back to the hotel to meet up for our first ride out
which was to the Caen Invasion museum. Graham
led all the bikes to the entrance to the museum to
discover there was a bicycle race on and consequently many of the roads had been cordoned off. It
was a bit of a nightmare for him and Gina trying to
find somewhere to park 12 Harleys with so many of
the roads closed, but after much determination we
eventually parked up OK. The museum is huge and
covers all aspects of the Second World War in such
depth with great visual effects, and memorabilia that
has been lovingly kept and restored for us all to see.
There is also a cinema showing old footage that was
taken during the invasion. It also shows how different things were just 70 years ago. The aircraft were
so basic and did not have the sophisticated technology that we have today. Although we had a few
hours here, time was pressing and we were back on
the bikes to head for the famous Pegasus Bridge.
The original bridge has been moved and a new one
built over the river, and it has become a very popular
tourist attraction, being as it played such a pivotal
part in the D-Day landings.
There is another memorial here which depicts how
the landings took place. The little tiny Café that
the troops used to go in is still there and run by
the same family all these years later. Needless to
say as it was a hot afternoon we all met up and sat
outside the cafe with our drinks and listened to the
stories from an old veteran who had returned there
for the first time since the end of the war. We had
a beautiful scenic ride back to the hotel. Dinner on
Saturday evening was at a lovely Italian restaurant
in Honfleur called Il Parasole. Gina and Graham had
made a reservation for us all so ended up taking
over the whole of the upstairs of the restaurant. The
little waitress, Christel was quite dumbfounded to
see us all arrive, but she was brilliant, with a good
sense of humour and personality, friendly and
patient with us all and joined in with all the fun and
hilarity. .
After a delicious meal and few carafes of wine we
wandered slowly back through the pretty town to the
hotel.
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On Sunday morning the weather was a little overcast but we set off to visit the beaches at Trouville
and Deauville and of course the most famous
Omaha beach, where the troops actually landed
in their small marine vessels 70 years ago. It was
incredible to believe what had taken place here, and
the uncertainty for all those poor soldiers as they
ran up the beaches in an effort to push back the
Germans. As we left Arromarche, we rode through
so many tiny villages that still had bunting, Union
Jack flags and red, white and blue flowers from
the celebrations of the weekend before. It was so
apparent to see that the French were so grateful to
the British and the allies in securing their freedom
even after 70 years. We then rode to St Marie
L’eglise where there is another memorial to the
Second World War. In the town square there is a
church where an American paratrooper got his parachute caught up on the spire and was left hanging.
The town have recreated this by placing a dummy
parachutist and have it dangling from the church.
It has become quite iconic, and apparently even
though he was shot in the foot and deafened by the
bells, he lived to tell the tale.
From here we rode to what must be the most moving
memorial, and that is the American War Grave. It is
a very peaceful place, beautifully maintained with a
feeling of deep respect. As you walk through all you
can see are hundreds and hundreds of rows of white
crosses for each serviceman/woman who lost their
life in the war. It was very moving and a perfect
ending to an historical, interesting, and bitter sweet
weekend.
As it had been a long day with so much to see and
do, we were a little late arriving back for dinner. The
hotel was unable to accommodate us for dinner,
so we decided to return to Il Parasole. Christel’s
face was one of utter disbelief when she saw us all
descend upon the restaurant again. But the food
and service was once again very good, with Christel
joining in the fun with us all.
On the morning we left Honfleur, Graham and Gina
gave us a quick tour of the town before heading
back to Calais and the tunnel.It was a fantastic
weekend with a great group of members, with lots of
laughter, funny stories and characters, all kept in line
by Graham and his “clicker”.
It was great riding in a beautiful scenic part of
western France and our thanks to Graham and Gina
for being our hosts, our tour guides and also great
friends.
Bernice (Bern) Gordon
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Tankfest
Suzanne Musgrove

29th June 2014

M

ike and Suzanne, Hogsback
Newbies, met up at the
Burger King meeting place for
breakfast before leaving with 6
bikes at 9.30am, and picking up
2 more bikes on route to the Tank
Museum in Bovington.
It was a reasonably warm
morning, and a good easy ride,
arriving at the museum at approximately 11.45am. After a short
briefing from Steve, our ride
leader, we had our group photo
taken to include me perched on
top of a tank, and politely being
told by the curator to get off!
TANKFEST presented us with
an arena where we saw displays
of historic motorised armour, a
tank battle, and the Royal Signals
White Helmets motorcycle display
team.
TANKFEST also presented us
with a step back in time with
Living History encampments from
the 1st and 2nd World Wars, I
managed to persuade a soldier
to let me in the trench, but I can’t
believe I threw up an American
Salute …. Shame on me, being
ex British Army! (I watch too
many American movies)
TANKFEST provided things for
all ages, including mini tanks for
the kids to drive, and live entertainment, and of course the beer
tent and plenty of food. Mike and
I had a great day out, I am sure
the others did too, thanks Steve,
our ride leader, for a great ride
out.
Suzanne Musgrove.
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Nordkapp
By Robin Seymour

71 degrees is Nordkapp!

B

3rd - 14th July

Nordkapp

ecause I was 60 this year, I got the idea, and shared it with a few others, and the
idea of a charity ride to Nordkapp by Harley was born. 5000 miles in ten days
seemed like a good idea at the time.

Robin Seymour

The six of us got together and we all had input into the planning and sorted the
route and type of hotels and cost. We decided to share some rooms as the cost
was quite high in some of the northern hotels, presumably because of a lack of
competition. We had already decided against camping because the daily mileage
was so high we wanted the ability to just flop when we got to a hotel.
Before we knew it, it was time to set off and the six of us (Robin Seymour, Axel Thill,
Charlie Gordon, Richard Baker, Nigel Smith and Jon Woodhouse) loaded up the three
Road Kings and three Ultra’s and headed north.
The plan was to go up through the Benelux via Germany, Denmark and Finland to Nordkapp.
Returning via the Fjords of Norway and visiting the most northerly Hog chapter and dealership.
The first day was up to Handewitt just short of the Danish Border and we had already gone through
France, Belgium, Holland and Germany. It was a cracking day and because the weather was great we
were able to get a shift on, learn each others habits and get the miles moving.
When we arrived at Gasthof Handewitt (this
hotel won the best hotel of the trip) they had a
“do” on which allowed Axel to take some shoe
piccies and the rest of us to have a nice cold
beer before dinner which was a very nice set
menu-ish with some nice soup but not goulash
soup. A great night with good rooms.
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The next day saw us up early and off into Denmark and the Jutland peninsular, across Funen and then onto
Zealand and the Capital Copenhagen. A brief visit at Cap’n Bob’s Harley Davidson, a fight with the road works
across to the little mermaid and then over the Oresund bridge to Malmo.
What an experience that was!! It is huge and very awe inspiring. I don’t think the photos will do
it justice. Once our pulses had calmed down it was off to Nykoping via the tree lined roads
of Sweden. I quite like the idea of a three lane road which changes every mile or so to 2
lanes your side then 1 lane your side. It allows both sides opportunity to overtake slower
vehicles in safety.
Nykoping’s hotel was a Mercure which meant the rooms were good and the “free”
buffet was very welcome. It also meant that we were flooded with Thai tourists who all
wanted to sit on the bikes, luckily we had an Axel and they stopped.
Having had a long ride and a few sherbets we all slept well and were up early, which is
more than can be said for Scandinavia as they do not like going to work early. Anyway
its Charlie’s turn to lead and off we go and I was a little puzzled by the direction we
took but unsurprised as the Rushmore sat-nav is not the best. After about 15 minutes
I realised that we were heading across to Oslo and not along the north road towards
Umea. Charllie had programmed all the stops in and chose the closest expecting that to
be the next on the route. The first rule of things computerish, check the input!!! Slight cock
up sorted we headed off to Umea having knocked off the first 5 miles in 45 minutes, the few
hundred to Umea were pretty straight, tree lined and boring, Nigel started pointing out things
to relieve the boredom and I started rolling up sweet wrappers and flicking them at Nigel. I know
it was childish but it was so much fun. Yes the wrappers were biodegradable.
Having reached Umea, Axels nether regions were playing up again and I’d had the worst pizza in the
world we figured that we should get separate rooms. The other four shared and bonded. I awoke fresh
and lovely with no residual effects from the pizza, Richard had not bonded well with Nigel and wanted
a divorce. Jon and Charlie had bonded
well and looked happy. I think Charlie had
used the earplugs.
We are now in the land of the midnight
sun and it doesn’t get dark. That is to say
the sun doesn’t go below the horizon and
is visible all night. It’s really weird and
your body doesn’t like it.
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Leaving Umea behind at 08:30 meant we couldn’t go to their HD dealership who didn’t open until 10:00 and
shut at 16:00. It also meant that we had left the last town of any size as we headed north towards Finland
which was our next stop.
The only real effect was to focus our minds on fuel and watch out for the bugs which were
now starting to appear as we swung away from the coast and crossed mile after mile of
scrubland with small trees and lots of small ponds and lakes.
Every time we stopped we had our own swarm of mozzies and midges and whatever
the Swedish/Finnish varieties are. Some of them were as big as bats!!
Hotel Hetta was really nice and in beautiful surroundings but you couldn’t go out
as you were eaten alive as soon as you went outside. The departure next morning
saw us sporting our nice anti-mozzie nets which, luckily, worked. Although I have
to confess that mine blew off at one stage and I had to go back for it.
Nigel was still pointing out everything, small trees, ponds etc and I was still throwing wrappers at him. Richard was just laughing at us.
Once we got back into Norway most of the bugs vanished and the scrubland gave
way to a more heath like scenery such as the Yorkshire hills.
On the way up to Nordkapp as we went over the mountains to drop down to the coast
we rode past a dead Moose which apparently was on its back, legs in air in the classic
pose, I missed it! On the way back I missed it again! Axel didn’t take any pictures so I never
got to see it.
On arrival at the “hotel” in Honningsvrag (about 20 miles short of Nordkapp) in brilliant sunshine we
decided that we would wait until later and go up to Nordkapp as it got closer to Midnight. The “hotel”
was an old prison for the impounding of Russians/Finns who crossed the border illegally. Very strange place with curtains that
didn’t meet and didn’t keep the sun out. Really
tough to sleep in bright sunshine!
Nordkapp itself was covered in sea fog so we
didn’t get the picture of the midnight sun at midnight! It was also very cold in the fog. Whilst we
had our bike gear on, the Thai tourists (there
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is a Thai temple dedicated by the King of Siam at Nordkapp) were freezing and rushed back inside after the
photo shoot.
The scenery around Nordkapp was stunning and every corner opened up another great camera
shot. The tunnel into Nordkapp / Honningsvrag is a steep down and up and has doors to seal
the weather out! It’s also the coldest tunnel I have ridden through.
After Nordkapp its down to Tromso (past the moose that I didn’t see) and once we got to
Tromso it’s into the tunnels under the town with roundabouts in the tunnels, really tough
on sat-navs. The dealership was closed so we decided to eat, drink and come back in
the morning.
The hotel on the website forgot to mention that it was a working hospital and that the
rooms we had were the old nuns quarters! Quite strange sleeping in a Nun’s bedroom.
Off into town for a few beers and some food and we even saw Roald Amundsen’s ship
that took him to the North Pole race. We are still wandering around in bright sunshine
in t shirts and shorts even though we are still hundreds of miles into the arctic circle.
Decent breakfast and off to the most northerly dealership where they are really helpful
and check out Charlie’s oil dribble and refill his fluids and do not charge him a penny. We
gave the mechanic a bottle of whisky and made a friend for life.
It’s time to leave Tromso (a nice town) and head south when we stopped off at the other northern branch of the same dealership. The scenery is again stunning and we get to the ferry across
the fjord in good time. It is surreal to round a corner on a main road and literally drive onto a ferry!
No choice, that’s where the road goes. I took the opportunity to have 40 winks on a convenient bunker
which apparently had Charlie worried in case I fell overboard.
More fantastic scenery and we arrive in Rokland “camp site” where we are staying the night.
Reasonable value but for the price I would
have expected my bed to have been
made. The beer was plentiful and the food
was OK and we got some more chips after
some subtle hints.
Charlie and Jon had already gone al fresco
to cool down as it was still really hot.
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As we wake the following morning to set off for Trondheim, it is sunny and gorgeous again, well in fact it hadn’t
stopped as the sun had not set.
Shortly afterwards its time to leave the Arctic Circle and whilst in Sweden it’s a sign, in Norway
it’s a mini temple and statue etc. Lots of the houses and huts have grass roofs now and must
be hard to mow. After Lunch we find a quiet area and have a quick lie down. We are all
suffering from the stress of the Wasp parking incident!!!!
Anyway its time to go to Hell for a photo-shoot and then we can say we have been
to hell and back!
The hotel in Trondheim is a best western and is very good, no food so we go off to
a steak house where my two beers and a rib eye cost £58. Only irritation is that we
have to park up the road on the roadside. They are still there in the morning when
we head off to Oslo.
Pretty boring road as we head inland and then my sat-nav wants me to turn off the
Oslo highway. I stop, we all have a chat and decide to follow the sat-nav. What a
great decision that was, it’s the old main road before the highway was built and its
deserted! It’s full of really nice flowing bends and we can crack on and have some
fun (again). Arriving in Norway via another tunnel and some road works around the
port creating some havoc we find the ship and wait for loading to start whilst meeting
up with some friends of Richard who have turned up to meet us.
It was really nice of them to do so and I hope to return the favour at some stage.
We had booked inside cabins and what a good decision that was. It was the first night in ages that
it was dark when you went to bed. Food was OK and drinks were cheaper.
We awoke to a drizzly wet day (the first) and it showered on and off all day but there were enough dry
bits to crack on as we had a few miles to do. I
stopped at the German border to get the ABC
photo and the others carried on. I then had
several miles to catch up and took the opportunity to see what the Rushmore could do on a
German autobahn. I throttled back at 118 mph
as I was getting strange looks from Porsche’s
who didn’t think an Ultra should go that quickly.
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Fighting our way through the rain got us eventually to our Gasthof for that night. This was of course the World
cup Final and I found myself cheering for Germany who of course won and the small town we were in rushed
out onto the street to celebrate.
It was very quiet in the morning and I am sure there were a lot of people nursing hangovers.
We decided to go cross country and call into Xanten (abc point) and Thunderbike Haminkeln
which is a great custom bike operation and very helpful.
If you are this way it is worth a visit. Just look at the photos.
From Thunderbike, it’s a quick scoot to Calais, the tunnel and all to soon its time to
wave farewell to each other as we go our separate ways.
There were for me lots of highlights and in summary, the roads in the main were very
good with Finland having the best surface, Sweden having the straightest (for miles
and miles) and Norway having the most picturesque. The scenery in northern Norway
is spectacular and having 24 hour sunlight is very weird. The Norwegians also repair
their roads in the longest stretches.
There were some very special moments on the trip, the entering (and later leaving) the
Arctic circle, braving the bugs in Finland, trying to sleep in bright sunshine at night, seeing
the globe at Nordkapp to name a few. The disappointment of the sea fog at Nordkapp when
for days it had been clear!
I would also guess that I was the first to do 5000 miles in ten days on a Rushmore Ultra as well. The
tracker worked well and lots of people followed our progress. We only needed some fluids at dealerships
(thank you Tromso and Thunderbike) and had no other issues with the bikes.
We have raised over £6200, visited 9 countries, refuelled 27 times in 5 currencies and had a great road
trip in great weather and good company.
This is what Harleys and HOG do when
they get together. I have consolidated my
friendship with 5 great guys whom I thank
for joining me on my 60th birthday trip! I
had a fantastic time.
Robin Seymour
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Hogs On The Farm
Paul Treacher

5th July

H

ogs on the Farm was arranged by chapter
member Howard Pullen of Southern
Harvesters and took place at Moor Farm,
Petworth.
The event was sponsored by GH-D with Toby
arranging for the burger van to be on site providing free food. The van was located outside
Medhone Farm Barn where there was ample
parking for bikes (and cars for those who, like
myself, chose to drive due to the weather). Whilst
there was plenty of rain in our area on the day
the farm was dry whilst we were on site. This is a
converted barn with small bar, some seating and

tables and lastly a dance floor by which Dave’s
band played on the day.

a talk about this business with specimens of
various size Carp on hand.

Moor Farm is an arable farm run by the father
& son team of Richard and Mark Chandler and
comprises some 3500 acres. Richard and Mark
made us all very welcome and provided a tour
of the farm by way of a tractor pulled trailer. We
stopped at a number of locations where Richard
would explain the operation and techniques used
on the farm together with some of the problems
that they are exposed to, such as the weather,
and the effects this can have on their crop yields
and therefore their livelihoods. During one of the
stops we got to climb in to the cab of a brand
new £300,000+ combine harvester, a truly
impressive beast.

The tour had taken a good two hours to complete and was well received by those who had
joined it however once we returned to the barn
the competition could begin.

One of the stops on route was to part of the farm
which is given over to VS Fisheries Ltd (farm
reared Carp) of which the Chandlers are directors together with Viv Shears and Simon Scott.
Simon and his wife Sue were on hand to give
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What competition you ask? Tractor driving
including reversing a great big trailer into a
marked out ‘garage’. This event went on well
into the evening being concluded in somewhat
dark conditions. Howards’ colleague, Antonio
did a fantastic job of sitting in the cab giving
instruction on how to drive the Claas tractor and
also judging / timing participants. The top performers (there were separate classes for men
& women) winning prizes of model tractors or
mugs. Much to my surprise I came third and won
a mug to prove it! There was also a chance for
members to have a go at moving some crates
and oil drums with a telehandler (cross between
a tractor and fork lift) against the clock under the
guidance of Howard.

Overall this was a fantastic event enjoyed by
everyone who attended. The only disappointment was the low turnout presumably with some
being put off by the weather. There is talk of this
event being run again next year and if it is I hope
more members will come along and make it an
even better event next time – remember if it is
wet bring the car!
On behalf of everyone who attended I would
like to thank Howard for arranging this event
and Ricahrd, Mark, Simon, Sue and Antonio for
making this possible.
Paul Treacher
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Ledbury
Trevor Rawlings
1st - 3rd August
o the weekend finally arrived for our mini SofER
with The Thames Valley Chapter at Ledbury
Rugby Club on the edge of the Malvern Hills.

S

in an attempt to beat the predicted deluge – we
failed and arrived at Ledbury Rugby Club having an
inkling of how Noah might have felt and set about
erecting our tents as quickly as possible.
We might have been forgiven for thinking this was
Robin’s idea of a team building exercise and to be

Having thoroughly enjoyed the Zulu in the Brecons
weekend in June, I was looking forward to 3 days
away with like minded people knowing there would
be memorable moments with friendships forged and
old ones strengthened.
With that in mind and having not been deterred
by the terrible weather forecast for the weekend,
especially Friday, off we went with some 30 bikes
setting off from GH-D. On route a wrong turn was
made sending half the riders through Reading with
it’s plethora of temporary lights, pot holes and heavy
traffic. Phone calls were made to track the rest of
the ride down and finally we re-grouped but on the
wrong side of the town so once more into the breach
and through the town again. Cliff Michie stepped up
(many who will know him fondly as “Sat Nav” for the
Odiham foray!) and saved the day getting us to the
M4 for a blast to our 1st stop of the day for Lunch
at The Highwayman and not a moment too soon as
we had ridden through plenty of wet stuff and were
in need of sustenance. We were not disappointed
and enjoyed hearty fare. We also met up with Robin
(The Headmaster) our ride leader, having been
delayed apparently with electrical problems whilst
setting out for the start of the ride, some less generous fellows suggested he had run out of fuel.
Now re-fuelled but running behind we set off for
Ledbury deciding against a visit to Cheltenham HD
34
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fair all sleeping quarters were erected swiftly. Indeed
one smart fellow namely myself thought to erect his
tent in the foyer of the club and then walk it straight
out to the campsite, however no extra marks for me
just jovial remarks that I was a smart arse! Thanks
go to Phil & Di from the Jersey Chapter who had
erected a mini marquee for respite whilst tent erecting and kindly supplied many of us with alcohol....
which then started the very slippery slope towards
the evening entertainment!

Dinner followed and afterwards we were entertained
by Dave singing solo which was appreciated by all.
Music for the night didn’t finish there however, my
wife Karen who is obsessed with Abba encouraged
the bar staff to play their greatest hits and then with
some enthusiastic encouragement from her cohorts
and you know who you are – Nicola & Di, got all the
ladies from both Chapters up & dancing – great ice
breaker. Cliff couldn’t resist and joined the fray – it’s
now official, his new name is “Snake Hips”. Before
long everyone had come out the closet and were
enjoying the fun, the girls definitely won the Grease
sing off, with perhaps 30 versus 5 of us mere males
screeching “You’re the one that I want.”

After sleeping through an extremely wet night with
some resorting to sleeping in their water proofs
although Slap did stop at putting his helmet on
as well and Andrew & Nicola ending up on the
ground when their blow up bed had a malfunction?!
However the prize for the smallest tent goes to
Clive although in this case size does matter as he
kept touching the sides and as a result it leaked – a
re-think for the next tour me thinks Clive?

Afterwards (although delayed for a few minutes
of RAIN!) the majority of the Hogsback went onto
Westons Cider Mill to learn the finer art of cider
making from a firm that has been family owned and
run since 1880, of course sampling as they go within
reason, Hic!
Later we all re-grouped along with The Thames
Valley Chapter at the club house bar for a super
sunny evening with BBQ and great music from Dave
& Crippo’s Wavy Davy band.

Having had our dancing shoes on the previous night
it needed a little encouragement for round two but
ended up seeing the entire chapter up on the dance
floor. “Snake Hips Cliff” giving dancing lessons
& who would have thought Dell, Robin & Howard
would be up and shaking their booty! Award for
loudest attire must surely go to Czes for his crazy
Hawaiian shorts.

Breakfast was a full English to re-charge then
off for a parade through the historic market town
of Ledbury and who’d have thought Robin would
have Abba on his I Pod but we set off to Bjorn and
crew belting it out a good’un. Having woken up the
residents of Ledbury we were off to lunch at The
Grafton pub where we arrived to glorious sunshine
and had a wonderful lunch in the gardens.

Tents up & time to meet, chat and imbibe with The
Thames Valley Chapter which we regaled with the
stories and anecdotes of the day and all agreed
what wonderful architecture the fair city of Reading
had to offer!
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The last morning arrived in sunshine the tents were
packed and loaded into Toby’s van to lighten our
Bikes, which I know was very much appreciated by
everyone.
With goodbyes said to members of the Thames
Valley Chapter with new friendships forged our road
crew led us on a scenic bimble, yet again with the
melodic Abba blaring out from Robin! We arrived
at our lunch venue The Old George Inn at South
Cerney a quiet Cotswolds village for a lovely Sunday
roast al fresco in gardens cornered off with VIP tape
for our exclusive use or maybe just to protect their
regular customers????

Then the final ride home with a vote taken to go
the scenic route and I am sure on route all looking
forward to the next time we all get together for
another weekend jolly.
Those that went to Ledbury found there was much
merriment, micky taking and alcohol consumed and
of course for the Ledbury gang “we will always have
Reading” we may not like it, but will always have it!
If you haven’t tried a weekend away you’re missing
out – try it and you won’t regret it.
Trevor Rawlings
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End of Season
Party
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Meet & greet 7.00pm
MC/DJ Robbie Paston 7.oopm - Midnight
Hot buffet 7.30pm
Live Band ‘Voodoo Sheiks’ 9pm
Dress code - Biker blokes & Party frock girls
Theme: ‘Tattoo You’ (fake or real tattoos)
GH-D donating £250 worth of raffle prizes
Free prize draw - tear & hand in your meal ticket!
Legacy Hog’s Back Hotel (A31) GU10 1EX
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Saturday 29th November 2014
Legacy Hog’s Back Hotel

1

10 1EX

(A3 ) GU
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